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Abstract  
Debates about research impact highlight the importance of involving practitioners in research 
processes, but are unclear as to how precisely to foster this dialogue. This paper considers 
how dialogic encounter can be encouraged through ‘trading zones’ where academics and 
practitioners collaborate. We draw on our experience of conducting research on women on 
boards for over 15 years to examine (a) how we established and evolved our role within 
trading zones in this field, achieving impact on policy and business practice, and (b) how we 
interfaced between trading zones and the academic field, thereby enabling cross-fertilization 
of ideas between academics and practitioners. We contribute to literature on research impact 
by empirically examining and critically evaluating the key characteristics of trading zones. 
First, trading zones are theorized to be action-oriented. Our analysis reveals how multiple 
stakeholders collectively redefine the action goals, illustrating the need to expand our 
understanding of relevant ‘practitioners’ beyond managers. Second, we find that durability of 
trading zones is crucial because it enables gestation of ideas and reframing problems. Third, 
we problematize the notion of psychological safety in trading zones, arguing that dialogic 
capability and the pursuit of impact require acceptance of trade-offs and political 
manoeuvrings. 
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Introduction 
The impact of academic research on practice (Rynes et al., 2001; Tranfield and 
Starkey, 1998) and the role of business schools in society (Burchell et al., 2015, Chia, 2014; 
Thorpe and Rawlinson, 2014) is a long-standing debate, characterized by frequent criticisms 
of a disconnect between researchers and practitioners (Clegg et al., 2013), and invalid 
ontological assumptions “that academic theory provides a precedent for practical action” 
(Jarzabkowskiet al., 2010, p. 1190). While management scholars increasingly recognize the 
importance of involving practitioners in research processes, how best to foster this dialogue 
remains unclear. The notion of ‘trading zones’ – spaces where knowledge from disparate 
communities can be shared and integrated - is one recent conceptualization of how 
communities with different logics can collaborate (Romme et al., 2015). This paper theorizes 
about the processes that enable research impact beyond academia, drawing on our research 
team’s experience of conducting women on boards (WoB) research for over 15 years, and 
engaging with multiple non-academic stakeholders.  
Building on the concept of ‘dialogic trading zones’ (Romme et al., 2015) to 
conceptualize the process of impactful research, we make three contributions to academic 
debates about research impact. First, we confirm that trading zones are action-oriented 
encounters where the relationship between knowledge and practice is not unidirectional 
(Scherer and Steinmann, 1999) - rather knowledge is co-constructed through evolving 
engagement with non-academic stakeholders. In our case, this involved redefining problems 
and solutions in the UK WoB field. However, while Romme et al. (2015) imply that 
managers are ‘the practitioners’ who should co-constitute trading zones with academics, our 
experience reveals that impact was not generated through direct engagement with a single 
target audience, but rather through long-term coalitions with multiple change champions in 
the field (government, policymakers, corporations, media, diversity experts, and women 
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themselves). Therefore, we demonstrate the need to expand the definition of relevant 
‘practitioners’ in trading zones to extend far beyond managers. Second, we argue that trading 
zones’ durability is crucial to enable idea gestation and problem reframing. In our case, we 
both directly engaged non-academic stakeholders in trading zones, and interfaced with the 
scholarly field of WoB to allow cross-fertilization of ideas. Finally, while Romme et al. 
(2015) argue that psychological safety is a necessary feature of trading zones, we 
problematize this assumption (Alvesson and Sandberg, 2011) and question to what extent this 
is achievable when interactions with non-academic stakeholders require navigating sensitive 
political dynamics and trade-offs. 
The paper is organized into four sections. First we consider current scholarly debates 
about impact and introduce the notion of ‘dialogic trading zones’ (Romme et al., 2015). The 
subsequent two sections outline our research team’s experience of engaged scholarship (Van 
de Ven and Johnson, 2006), examining how our collaboration with practitioners evolved, and 
how we enabled cross-fertilization of ideas by reframing issues from micro- to macro level, 
and by publishing issue-driven research in academic outlets. We then discuss how our 
analysis evidenced, critically analysed, and extended the concept of dialogic trading zones, 
adding to the conceptualization of impactful research. 
 
 ‘Trading zones’ for dialogic encounters between academics and practitioners  
For the past 15 years, business schools and scholars have attempted to ‘bridge the 
relevance gap’ (Hodgkinson et al., 2001; Pettigrew, 1997) by positioning themselves as much 
closer to practice than traditional universities (Gingham and Clare, 2009; Hodgkinson and 
Starkey, 2011). However, management academics are frequently criticized for producing 
knowledge designed for peers and highly-ranked journals, rather than outputs that are 
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accessible to non-specialists (Starkey and Madan, 2001; Cohen, 2007; Aguinis et al., 2014), 
thereby relegating practitioners’ concerns secondary and ‘institutionalising their own 
irrelevance’ (Bennis and O’Toole, 2005, p.100). Many scholars call for a redesign of 
knowledge production and dissemination (Hodgkinson and Starkey, 2011) to enable closer 
collaboration between researchers and practitioners (Avenier and Parmentier Cajaiba, 2012; 
Hodgkinson and Starkey, 2012), particularly during the inquiry process (Radaelli, et al., 
2014). MacIntosh et al. (2012) propose a dialogic approach, moving away from the simplistic 
idea of knowledge production (by academics) and consumption (by practitioners). Early stage 
collaboration and openness helps theoretical and practical forms of knowledge come together 
in collaborative research (Marcos and Denyer, 2012), although it requires academics to draw 
on conflicting logics about the knowledge production process (Swan, et al., 2010). 
Knowledge co-production is a two-way process that starts with joint problem definition, 
enabling academics to understand the value of practitioners’ procedural knowledge (Marcos 
and Denyer, 2012; Rousseau, 2012). Romme et al. (2015: 544) argue that despite the 
normative rhetoric of what should be, the “fragmented landscape of management (practice 
and scholarship)” prevents multiple actors, with their conflicting priorities, from meaningful 
interaction. So often, there is neither a shared sense of purpose (Rolin, 2010) nor an 
awareness of being part of a collective ‘regime of responsibility’ (Goodstein and Wicks, 
2007). The divides between practitioners and scholars are clear; what is less clear is how to 
bridge them. 
One suggestion is the creation of trading zones, where communities with disparate 
logics and motivations can tackle problems with a sense of shared purpose and responsibility 
(Galison, 1997 in Romme et al., 2015). Trading zones enable dialogic encounters when 
parties are open to learn from each other, to broaden their own horizons of understanding. To 
be successful, trading zones must be: (1) action-focused with a desire to shape scholarship 
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and management practice in a specific field, (2) durable, in the sense of time, often involving 
industry or public-funded projects, and (3) psychologically safe, yet likely still to be being 
political (Romme et al., 2015). These spaces are fragile, as all parties must be committed to a 
shared goal (Marcos and Denyer, 2012) and there are many possible institutional (Romme et 
al., 2015) and philosophical (Johnson, et al., 2006) barriers that can get in the way of that 
aim.  
Despite opposing logics, scholars and practitioners who recognize a need for change, 
and share a purpose, responsibility, and interest in particular outcomes can “facilitate 
productive exchange and dialogue” (Romme et al., 2015, p.547). Within these shared spaces, 
and following MacIntosh et al. (2012), Romme et al. (2015, p. 547) propose that “practicing 
and knowing are co-constitutive, dialogic processes… and management scholars and 
practitioners alike engage in practicing as well as knowing”. The co-constituted knowledge 
suggests an iterative process between academics and practitioners who together create shared 
understanding. A critical first step is to acknowledge and accept that different players bring 
different standpoints, but are also open to expose themselves to other philosophies, “in the 
interest of building and sustaining a viable discourse” (Romme et al., 2015, p.548) on the 
evolution of their subject.  
Certainly practitioner insights render academic findings more actionable (Rousseau, 
2012); however, precisely how academics engage practitioners raises several concerns. The 
pursuit of relevance might contradict accepted norms of academic conduct, leading to 
compromises and trade-offs by limiting the scope of research (Butler et al., 2015). Notions of 
‘relevance’, bound up in power and temporality, should not be unproblematically 
conceptualized as good (Learmonth et al., 2012). Perceptions of relevance are influenced by 
management fashions, and scholarship is typically labelled as ‘useful’ by business elites, 
policymakers, or funding bodies who have the power to make such judgments and whose 
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voice can be heard. Power dynamics and a managerialist focus complicate the pursuit of 
impact, especially in the case of research with emancipatory aims such as equality and 
diversity, which seeks to involve those in power to reflect on and challenge their own 
dominance (Strumińska-Kutra, 2016). 
We now examine the possibilities and limits of developing trading zones for impactful 
research by drawing on our experience as WoB researchers in the UK. 
 
Establishing the trading zone, evolving our role in it and creating impact on practice 
This section reflects on the nature of our engaged scholarship and its impact, outlining 
how the initial (pre-2010) positioning of our research enabled collaborative relationships, 
reputation building and dialogic encounters with policymakers and practitioners, as well as a 
sustained focus on a growing research capacity through doctoral students. We then describe 
how engagement with multiple non-academic stakeholders enabled us to pursue engaged 
activism from 2010 onwards. Appendix 1 provides a timeline of key events from 2005-2016. 
Growth and Reputation building through engaged scholarship (pre 2010)  
In 1999, the research team’s senior member was promoted to full professor and 
invited to set up a research centre on women in leadership (the first in the UK) at her business 
school. Already an established academic in the field of women in management, she designed 
the centre to address theory development and practice around the lack of women leaders in 
organizations, including leadership programmes for women managers. Emancipatory feminist 
values thus underpinned the centre’s work. To promote the centre’s work to practitioners, she 
led an annual census of women directors in UK FTSE 100 companies. These annual reports 
became known as the Female FTSE Reports (FFRs) and later covered all FTSE 350 firms. 
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The business school’s leadership offered the senior professor one post-doctoral researcher 
and one year to prove the centre’s viability. 
Given the limited academic research and public awareness of the issue at that time, 
the initial team were mindful to produce research findings that would be relevant to managers 
(Van de Ven, 2007). Academics in the centre worked closely with non-academic stakeholders 
through funding, high visibility publications, and outreach activities. Following the second 
FFR, the government publicly committed to reviewing the lack of women leaders in industry. 
Conversations between the Government Equality Office and centre researchers led to the 
government becoming a long-standing partner and sponsor, with successive Ministers 
authoring the foreword to the annual FFRs. The centre researchers were pragmatic and 
focused on building relationships and ‘knowledge networks’ (Starkey and Madan, 2001), 
embracing an aligned, collaborative approach to problem definition, data collection and 
analysis, and dissemination (e.g. by setting up an advisory group with Diversity Managers 
from industry, the civil service and private practice). When the centre’s research identified a 
lack of mentors as a barrier to the boardroom, the group instigated a FTSE100 Cross-
Company Mentoring Scheme, often described as a breakthrough initiative which evolved into 
The Mentoring Foundation. The advisory group recognized the need to shift the conversation 
beyond women professionals to the FTSE Chairs who held the power to instigate change. In 
2003, Shell’s Chair launched the FFR and engaged other FTSE Chairs in frank conversations 
about the need for change. In 2004, the UK Trade Minister launched the FFR at Downing 
Street. 
 Reflecting back, the senior researcher and post-doctoral researcher played distinct but 
equally vital roles. The senior researcher had a clear idea to campaign for change, but was 
part of a neo-liberal business school in which gender in management was seen as a ‘niche’ 
subject. She initially ensured strong sponsorship from the Dean and invested considerable 
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time networking with practitioners and policymakers to engage them with the issue, thereby 
setting the groundwork for trading zones (Romme et al., 2015). The post-doctoral researcher 
was a mature individual who invested long hours into writing papers for publication, 
developed interest in reports with journalists, and took on doctoral students, increasing the 
centre’s research capacity. By 2009, six further mature doctoral students had joined and/or 
completed their PhDs in related fields that engaged with WoB research, thus purposefully 
developing research capacity and expertise. The centre now had three generations of doctoral 
researchers, all of whom had had prior careers in industry or consulting, an additional two of 
whom had stayed on at the centre post-PhD, and all-but-one sought careers in academia. The 
centre consciously cultivated positive relationships with journalists at leading outlets such as 
the Financial Times and Sunday Times, investing significant time to answer queries and 
explain issues pertaining to WoB.  
At this time, the centre’s researchers were not wedded to a single theoretical lens. 
Sociological theorising on gender was obscure to business practitioners and relatively 
marginalized in management literature (Grandy et al., 2015). On reflection, the lack of an 
initial overt theoretical framework eased the centre’s admission into business and 
policymaker communities. In a 2015 meeting with Government Equalities Office (GEO) and 
Business Innovation Skills (BIS) department senior civil servants, centre researchers received 
feedback that our long collaboration had been effective because we were not wedded to a 
particular viewpoint and we “listened, made suggestions, and then conducted research as 
agreed” (personal communication). At the outset, we understood that data had to be deemed 
‘factual’ (descriptive) without being normative to develop evidence-based policies. We thus 
suggest that at initial stages, impactful research needs to be more ‘theoretically agnostic’ 
(Davis and Marquis, 2005, p.334) and issue-driven to engage stakeholders, and then, 
subsequently, incorporate theorization.  
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From 2005, we secured joint corporate funding for the annual report and continued 
support from the government and Opportunity Now, the leading corporate membership 
organization focused on diversity and inclusion (see Appendix 1). Centre researchers engaged 
with sponsors to co-determine research agendas (Antonacopoulou, 2009) and identify 
corporate initiatives for advancing women that could be showcased in forthcoming reports. 
All subsequent report launches were hosted by FTSE 100 Chairs, with many other FTSE 350 
Chairs in attendance. The WoB conversation gained legitimacy as an issue of public debate 
and action, demonstrated by the willingness of multiple corporate sponsors to put their name 
to our work. Engagement broadened beyond report launches, and the researchers spoke at 
numerous professional events in London’s financial district and internationally. We 
consciously adopted a tempered radical approach (Meyerson and Scully, 1995) practising 
engaged scholarship without overt activism (King and Learmonth, 2015). On reflection, our 
informal conversations with practitioners were often imbued with more ‘behind the scenes’ 
activism than our earlier publications conveyed. In the 2006 FFR, we dispelled Chairs’ 
widely shared beliefs about the lack of qualified women candidates by examining women’s 
human capital, revealing that the key obstacles were social capital and headhunters’ ‘gate-
keeping’. Our repeated focus on headhunters led to them becoming a crucial stakeholder in 
the influential Davies Review (see below). As our reputation with practitioners and 
government strengthened, we provided a platform for action by articulating more strongly the 
causes for the lack of WoB, in addition to documenting annual trends. We engaged key actors 
of various organizations in the inquiry (Radaelli et al., 2014). In 2009, we sought to counter 
the myth propagated by headhunters and Chairs that the cause of women’s low representation 
on corporate boards was a lack of supply. As Pfeffer and Sutton (2006) state, one of the main 
challenges for evidence-based practice is not just what practitioners and policymakers do not 
know, but ‘what they think they know that isn’t so’ – i.e., unlearning of false knowledge 
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(Rousseau, 2012). Therefore, we analysed the senior management of 1,400 listed boards, 
assembling a list of potential women directors (“The 100 Women to Watch” – W2W) to 
highlight that the issue was one of demand rather than supply.  
The 2005-2010 time period was defined by a deepening of relationships with senior 
business leaders (Das, 2003) and government, issue consolidation in public debate, 
establishment of an international reputation, and development of more nuanced explanations 
and solutions to address the issue. Through our sustained engagement, we mediated the 
dialogue between senior business leaders and policymakers, who sought our rigour and 
expertise (Marcos and Denyer, 2012) and recognized us as the official source of WoB 
research in the UK. We initially sought to portray impartiality in our reports, which in 
hindsight could be interpreted as an acceptance of hegemonic discourses about the need to 
justify ‘the business case’ for  WoB. Over time we focused on ‘myth-busting’ by addressing 
incorrect assumptions about the lack of qualified women. We adopted a more critical 
perspective, exposing entrenched masculine organizational cultures and reporting why the 
share of women directors would not change dramatically through organic processes (Kogut et 
al., 2014). Our roles shifted from impartial providers of data, towards recommending actions 
for change, moving from awareness to action (Stead and Elliott, 2012). The tipping point 
occurred in 2009-10 with the changing institutional context (i.e. global financial crash and the 
need for corporate governance reform; EU commission vociferous about boardroom quotas, 
and political upheaval in the UK) and with a decade of research evidence behind us, we 
adopted a more instrumental stance.  
Leveraging relationships through engaged activism (post 2010)  
After 2010, the WoB issue rose to the top of policy agendas in the UK and globally 
(Ferreira, 2015; Seierstad et al., 2015) with a substantial increase in academic and 
practitioner publications.  With the EU threat of board quotas looming, the UK government 
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appointed Lord Davies to conduct an independent review into WoB. The Davies Report was 
launched in 2011 and included ten recommendations for multiple stakeholders (see Appendix 
2). Davies set a 25% target for women FTSE 100 board directors by 2015, adding the FTSE 
250 a year later. Unlike previous reports, Davies’ recommendations did not focus on women 
making changes, but recognized the systemic nature of the problem and highlighted ‘regimes 
of responsibility’ amongst the “fullest possible range of stakeholders on projects directed 
towards the co-production of knowledge and action” (Hodgkinson and Starkey, 2012, p. 606). 
The Davies Review, of which our centre’s work was an integral part, is credited as the 
world’s most successful voluntary WoB initiative, achieving a doubling of women board 
directors in only five years (see Appendix 3). 
Lord Davies was supported by a Steering Committee of five executive-level business 
leaders and one academic from our team. The 2011 Davies Report is based predominantly on 
our research. For example, our FFR research on the board appointment process (see 
Appendix 1) led to the Davies Report recommendation that headhunters collectively compose 
a Voluntary Code of Conduct (VCC) that would enhance diversity in their recruitment. After 
leading headhunters produced a VCC, the Equality & Human Rights Commission (EHRC) 
commissioned our research team to conduct a study appraising headhunters’ conformance to 
their new VCC. This study shaped an enhanced version of the VCC in 2013, illustrating a 
research-practice-research dynamic. The centre’s FFR reports became aligned with the 
change agenda advocated by the Davies Review. With this agenda discussed in the media, we 
embraced our role as ‘reformative activists’ (Den Hond and De Bakker, 2007). Our 
publications became more normative in tone, encouraging business to challenge the 
workplace ‘masculinities in action’ (Bevan and Learmonth, 2013, p. 154), and offering 
examples of talent management practices that disrupt entrenched gender bias in the 
workplace (Vinnicombe, et al., 2014). 
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The Davies Report prompted a larger range of stakeholders to engage with increasing 
boardroom gender balance, expanding “the problem space, scope and potential of new design 
solutions” (Hodgkinson and Starkey, 2012, p. 607). This occasionally meant managing 
conflicting priorities and political agendas (Smith et al., 2012). For instance, prior to the 
Davies Report, GEO had ‘owned’ the agenda. Subsequently, due to a conscious repositioning 
as a business issue, BIS took leadership. As researchers, we sometimes had to negotiate 
tensions between these co-sponsoring government departments. Occasionally, “the space for 
dialogue was squeezed” (Marcos and Denyer, 2012, p.456). As academics, our agenda was to 
understand and explain progress regarding WoB. However, stakeholders with divergent 
motivations “may preclude the integration of academic evidence and practitioner knowing” 
(ibid, p.456). For example, when our predictions suggested we may not hit Davies’ 25% 
target, one government department was opposed to this being publicized as it could 
jeopardize the UK government’s argument against EU quotas on boards. The partnership 
with the government was a ‘mixed blessing’. Whilst undoubtedly strengthening the influence 
of our research, it also meant that our reports became tangled up in political agendas, with 
leading politicians leveraging them to suit their agendas and broader ideologies.  
The Davies Committee convened every six months to assess progress and asked the 
authors to produce regular monitoring reports. This continuous provision of evidence helped 
to destabilize the status quo (den Hond and de Bakker, 2007). Centre researchers were asked 
to contribute to the Financial Reporting Council’s Code changes and commissioned to report 
on compliance in 2012, 2013, and 2014. Report findings triggered changes in UK Company 
Law and corporate governance codes (see Appendix 1), impacting corporate governance 
regulations. This again illustrates the research-practice-research dynamic, engaging the 
‘community’ (Marquis, 2003) and shaping “standards of appropriateness” (Marquis et al., 
2007, p.926) through collaboration with prominent Chairs and corporate governance 
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regulators over several years. Pressures of isomorphism and social normative influence are 
strong in dense social networks, such as those of the FTSE Chairs, thus our reporting of ‘best 
practice’ played a role in encouraging others to align their reporting to achieve legitimacy 
(Marquis et al., 2007). 
Our final input into the Davies Review came in 2015 when the Steering Committee 
took stock of progress and concluded its activity. Our 2015 FFR presented a qualitative study 
with key stakeholders in the field (Chairs, CEOs, headhunters, directors, and subject-matter 
experts), proposing a change agenda going forward, using our research in engaged activism 
(Vinnicombe, et al., 2015). Many FFR recommendations and quotes were highlighted in the 
Davies Closing Report of late 2015, thus shaping institutional change going forward and 
consolidating our alignment with a change agenda in the field (Sealy et al., 2016). 
  Taken together, we believe that our research team’s long-term engagement with a 
range of practitioners created impact in the trading zones of WoB field, as evidenced by the 
inclusion of our work as a Research Excellence Framework impact case study. To instigate 
change, researchers can either work at a field level on the institutional structures or at an 
organizational level to change practices (Den Hond and De Bakker, 2007). Our research 
group simultaneously pursued field and institutional levels, liaising between different 
stakeholders in the field (corporates, government, headhunters, and NGOs). Certainly, it is 
difficult and time-consuming to create and sustain “mutually respectful relationships” 
(Bartunek, 2007, p.1329) among academics, business practitioners and government, as each 
group holds stereotypes about the others (Davidson and James, 2007). We also cultivated 
good relationships with journalists to ensure public visibility of our research, resulting in over 
1,300 media mentions in a decade (see Appendix 4). Our role evolved over time, from greater 
awareness raising, establishing credibility as an impartial research source, building 
relationships with policymakers and senior business leaders, co-constructing knowledge 
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through a dialogic process, and finally becoming an integral part of the change campaign. 
Our long-term engagement depended on the political support of ministers from different 
parties and governments, so the team’s ability to position the case for increasing WoB with 
broad political appeal was critical. This dominance of business case logics meant that we 
could not utilize more ‘radical’ arguments of social justice (Oswick and Noon, 2014). We 
therefore trod carefully when suggesting ideas for change to achieve a balance between 
delivering difficult messages about diversity and not alienating our corporate audience.  
 
Interfacing between the trading zone and the academic field of WoB 
Having outlined the practical impact of our work, we now describe how we interfaced 
between our trading zones and the academic field of women on boards, enabling cross-
fertilization of ideas between academics and practitioners (Greig et al., 2012) through a 
practice-research-theory-research-practice dynamic. 
Development of the Women on Boards field and cross-fertilization of ideas 
Our body of work developed within a broader field of WoB scholarship, which 
shaped our interactions with practitioners in each trading zone, and our academic 
contributions to the field itself. Since 2005, the authors have published over 60 peer-reviewed 
journal articles, government- and business-sponsored reports, book chapters, and edited 
books directly related to WoB (see Appendix 6 for the full list). We, therefore, avoid the 
challenge of claiming impact from a single study (Briner et al., 2009; Rousseau et al., 2008). 
This body of work reflects our outreach beyond our institution and academia (Hodgkinson 
and Starkey, 2012) and reflects how we interfaced the practitioner and academic communities 
by being able to speak the language of both communities through practitioner reports and 
peer-reviewed publications. 
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The broader WoB literature is traditionally descriptive rather than theoretical. For 
example, a well-cited WoB literature review from our group (Terjesen, et al., 2009) reports 
that only ten percent of over 400 WoB publications (pre-2009) address theory. Early WoB 
studies were primarily descriptive and cross-sectional, relying on publicly available datasets 
at an individual or group level of analysis, and often focusing on sex differences in aspiring 
or incumbent board members. The few theoretical papers utilized micro-perspective human 
capital or social identity lenses. Few authors adopted field level analyses (Terjesen and 
Singh’s 2008 multi-country study of environmental context is a notable exception). Overall, 
WoB theorizing and practical recommendations were mostly micro-level prior to 2009. The 
2009 review called for the development of theoretical perspectives and research beyond the 
USA and UK. While the post-2009 WoB literature is still dominated by descriptive papers 
correlating women’s presence on boards to financial performance indicators (e.g. Chapple 
and Humphrey, 2014; Haslam et al., 2010; Joecks et al., 2013; Post and Byron, 2015; 
Sabatier, 2015; Tanaka, 2014), noteworthy developments include the extension of studies 
beyond Anglo-Saxon countries (Abdullah, 2014; Tipurić et al., 2015; Ujunwa, 2012) and 
increased inter-disciplinary contributions from finance, law, and governance (Bao et al., 
2014; Branson, 2012; Choudhury, 2015; Gregory et al., 2013; Magnier and Rosenblum, 
2014). As the WoB field becomes more global, interdisciplinary, and focused on change 
mechanisms (e.g. quotas or voluntary measures), there has been a recent emergence of new 
theoretical lenses including comparative corporate governance (Iannotta, et al., 2016), 
corporate governance deviance (Aguilera, et al., 2016), social roles (Chizema, et al., 2015), 
and  institutional theory (Singh, et al., 2015, Carrasco, et al., 2015; Gabaldon et al., 2015; 
Seierstad, 2015; Perrault, 2015). 
We have contributed to and drawn from this collective thinking in the field by 
expanding our network of academic relationships across continents and disciplines. As early 
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researchers in this field, we collectively peer-reviewed over 120 WoB academic articles over 
the past decade, influencing the complex network of action that unfolds impact and research 
agendas. We have organized and contributed to numerous seminars and conferences, our 
academic work and practitioner reports feeding into others’ academic work (e.g. Terjesen et 
al., 2009, has over 450 citations), raising awareness and questioning hegemonic normative 
assumptions. While theory building is traditionally considered the measure of academic 
impact, the high citations of our reports in academic circles (Appendix 5) suggest that our 
issue-driven work has helped to legitimize WoB as a research topic. We were frequently 
invited to present the ‘UK case’ at academic and policymaking conferences internationally 
and asked to advise on (e.g. Lückerath-Rovers, 2008) and conduct equivalent FFR studies in 
other countries (e.g. Hong Kong, 2009; India, 2010). We also brought insights from other 
countries into our conversations with practitioners in trading zones, highlighting lessons for 
the UK (e.g., the 2009 FFR included contributions from Norwegian and Spanish scholars 
(Sealy, et al., 2009)). These international perspectives and new theoretical lenses focused on 
macro-level change rather than micro-level issues which strengthened our arguments for 
change in trading zone collaborations, especially after 2010.   
Converting issue-driven research into academic outputs 
Consistent with Davis and Marquis (2005), we characterize our early work as driven 
by issues that surfaced as relevant in dialogic trading zones with stakeholders in the field 
(Das, 2003), in contrast with traditional academic work that is paradigm-driven with 
theoretically-derived hypotheses (Burgoyne and Turnbull James, 2006). Prompted by 
questioning prominent practitioner “fix the women” discourses or assumptions regarding the 
reasons behind the lack of WoB, over time, our analytical focus gradually shifted from 
individual (micro) to field (macro) level (see Table 1). This micro to macro transition was 
driven by issues discussed in our trading zones and theorized for academia. We initially 
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explored multiple micro-level explanations (e.g. publishing papers on human capital). On 
deepening our theoretical understanding of such theories and bringing them to the trading 
zones, we realized that individual-level interventions could neither explain, nor substantially 
impact either meso-level organizational cultures or the complexity of the wide field issues. 
We broadened our scope of inquiry to deficiencies in the board appointment process which 
were raised in the field, leading to studies of headhunters as change agents. As national-level 
change became the dominant debate due to the threat of an EU-wide quota and the impactful 
Davies Review, our recent research focused on national and field-level factors explaining 
women’s presence on boards in various countries, and on the benefits and controversies of 
voluntary and mandatory change strategies.  
[Insert Table 1 here] 
 Converting issue-driven work into journal publications required experimentation with 
various theoretical lenses. We realized that we needed theoretical frameworks encompassing 
the workings of environments, organizations, teams, and individuals (Radaelli et al., 2014), 
and the dynamics of multiple players in an institutional change field (Davis and Marquis, 
2005; DiMaggio and Powell, 1983). Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the process of theoretical 
development of issue-driven research to an academic publication. The first paper (Figure 1) is 
based on a project commissioned by policymakers (EHRC, 2012) and examines how 
headhunters implemented the VCC following the Davies Review. Report findings were quite 
quickly impactful in terms of informing practitioners in that trading zone about changes to 
board selection processes. Development into a peer-reviewed journal paper required a longer 
timeframe and experimentation with diversity management and institutional theory 
literatures. Our contribution to both diversity and institutional theory literatures consists of 
locating the micro-processes that underpin the change agency of marginal and external 
diversity actors, whose opportunistic role we described as ‘accidental activism’. We 
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contributed to a more dispersed understanding of change agency in institutional fields 
(Battilana, et al., 2009; Garud, et al., 2002; Lawrence, et al., 2013), expanding the limited 
theoretical understanding of change actors and processes in the WoB field (Seierstad et al., 
2015). 
[Insert Figure 1 here]  
The second paper (Figure 2) was motivated by conversations about strategies to increase the 
share of WoB with practitioners in trading zones and with international academic colleagues. 
While UK practitioners were opposed to quotas, an increasing number of countries were 
implementing various legislative frameworks. Yet practitioner arguments on the subject 
appeared based more on emotional response rather than empirical evidence. Having identified 
tensions and dilemmas with quotas, the paper draws on and integrates four different 
theoretical perspectives (social identity, human capital, stakeholder, and institutional theories) 
to explain the tensions, the previous lack of progress on WoB, and the recent spurt of change, 
“linking the actions of individuals to collectives through social mechanisms” (Davis and 
Marquis, 2005: 338). For example, we demonstrated how isomorphism strongly influences 
corporate behaviour because of the need for legitimacy (Marquis et al., 2007). The paper 
concludes that as quotas are a multi-level phenomena, academic researchers should take a 
more integrative approach. 
[Insert Figure 2 here] 
This section has outlined our academic-facing role and, influenced by multiple 
perspectives in the trading zones, our evolving analytical focus from the practice world of 
micro to macro level and single to multi-theoretical explanations. Communicating in what 
many academics (particularly from the ‘women in management’ field) experience as hostile 
environments exposed us to different languages and ideologies. This helped develop our 
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understanding of the issue from the practitioner and policymaking side, and of how to 
reframe our logics in their language to make our ideas more accessible and palatable. We 
illustrated the theoretical conversion process underpinning the publication of issue-driven 
work in leading academic journals, demonstrating that it is possible to bridge the divide in the 
logics of academic and non-academic readership (Pascal, et al., 2013). However, this requires 
openness to experiment with different theoretical perspectives - an exercise that is time 
consuming and might seem unusual to scholars wedded to specific theoretical perspectives.  
 
Expanding the notion of trading zones 
Reflecting on a long-term body of research, the above sections sought to illustrate 
processes and practices that enable impact by drawing on the concept of dialogic ‘trading 
zones’. We outlined how practitioner-academic collaborations were established and evolved, 
enabling co-creation of knowledge and reframing of problems from micro to macro focus. 
We also examined how we interfaced between trading zones and the academic field by 
speaking the language of both practitioner and academic, and cross-fertilising ideas through 
converting issue-driven work into academic publications. We now discuss how this reflection 
extends scholarship on processes enabling research impact, focusing on the three trading zone 
characteristics outlined by Romme et al. (2015): action-oriented, durable, and based on 
psychological safety.  
Action-oriented trading zones require diverse stakeholders and versatile researcher roles 
Successful trading zones are action-oriented with common goals shared by those 
involved, despite their disparate logics (Romme et al., 2015). Extant literature on research-
practice impact is generally conceptual (Maclean, et al., 2002), with the few empirical studies 
typically focusing on a single client organization (e.g. Marcos and Denyer, 2012; Radaelli et 
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al., 2014; Swan et al., 2012). Thus, our understanding of how common goals are defined in 
such collaborations is based on a narrow definition of the practitioner as represented by a 
single organization or its senior managers (Thorpe and Rawlinson, 2014). Our experience 
suggests we need to broaden the perspective when identifying relevant non-academic 
stakeholders who co-define goals in trading zones. Counterintuitively, our impact in the WoB 
field was not primarily generated through engagement with the key targets of our work – 
FTSE 350 Chairs – who had most agency in implementing change. Instead, impact was 
achieved through partnership constellations with a host of relevant stakeholders: 
governmental policymakers, businesses, key corporate individuals, headhunters, media, and 
change champions such as Lord Davies. While the UK’s WoB approach is framed as 
‘business-led’ (Davies, 2011), our sustained collaborations showed that government played a 
key role in galvanising change, albeit from the shadows. This complicates our understanding 
of who the ‘target’ of impact should be, suggesting that research impact can be indirect yet 
potent. We thus join other scholars who call for a broader understanding of the impact 
‘audience’ (Fournier & Grey, 2000; Willmott, 2008). Our multi-stakeholder operationalising 
of trading zones suggests that sometimes scholars need to engage in ‘polylogic’ rather than 
dialogic encounters in trading zones. 
In addition to the broader conceptualization of stakeholders co-constituting trading 
zones, we note that our role as researchers in these trading zones evolved over the 15 year 
period. Our long-term aim of building relationships in the field called for an early pragmatic, 
tempered radical approach (Meyerson and Scully, 1995) by building credibility with 
stakeholders while being invested in social change, perceived incongruous by some of these 
stakeholders. We negotiated the balance between disrupting and questioning, without making 
practitioners feel too uncomfortable (King and Learmonth, 2015). The long timeline 
presented reveals different research roles underpinning our engaged scholarship from 
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impartial data provision with tentative change suggestions to a more prescriptive research-
informed stance, culminating in a public partnership with an institutional change champion 
who achieved substantial change in gender representation on FTSE boards. By engaging with 
multiple stakeholders and by being part of this change coalition we contributed to 
deinstitutionalization and re-institutionalization (Strang and Meyer, 1993) through 
‘theorization’ (co-articulating the need for change and the benefits of alternative institutional 
arrangements). Our later activist engagement also exposed us to increasing political tensions 
within trading zones, which we discuss below.  
Durability of trading zones enables gestation of ideas  
Romme et al. (2015) argue that successful trading zones must be durable, thereby 
rendering collaboration more visible and tangible. Our case indicates that beyond the 
visibility of collaboration, the durability of trading zones allowed for impact through the 
accumulation of a critical mass of evidence and the gestation of ideas in the field. Our 
distinctive longevity in the field and the co-constitutive dialogic/polylogic process with 
multiple practitioners (Denis and Lomas, 2003) shaped the redefinition of problems and 
solutions in the field, impacting both scholarly work and practice. Our initial analyses were 
often at a micro/individual level, mirroring how the issue was pitched by non-academic 
stakeholders. Early articles and reports focused on women directors’ careers and their added 
value to boards in terms of skills (e.g. Singh, et al., 2008). Interventions (e.g. FTSE cross-
mentoring scheme) also sought to address this presumed individual-level deficit. Our 
analyses successfully dispelled myths related to the lack of available female talent. 
Additionally, our direct engagement with business provided evidence that micro-level 
interventions, whilst helping the individuals concerned, had limited field level impact. The 
collective understanding of problems and our research focus progressed towards the meso-
level issues such as non-inclusive organizational cultures and board selection processes. Our 
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constant research focus foregrounded the issue of gender and challenged “often unspoken 
organizational norms” (Stead and Elliott, 2012: p.386). As conversations increasingly 
focused on action for change (post-2011 Davies Review), we concentrated on the field as the 
unit of analysis (Davis and Marquis, 2005), drawing on theoretical perspectives that enable 
broader analytical focus (e.g., institutional theory).  Throughout our engagement, we 
endeavoured to educate stakeholders that they are part of a ‘regime of responsibility’ 
accountable for ethical failures in organizations (Goodstein and Wicks, 2007) such as the 
homogeneity of corporate boards. As researchers, we enabled gestation of ideas in the field 
through a process of ‘agonistic pluralism’ that engaged multiple stakeholders over time, 
creating and providing spaces for discord and altered power dynamics, rather than trying to 
deny or eliminate them (Dawkins, 2014; 2015). This allowed mutually beneficial solutions to 
such problems and “practices emerge over time” (MacIntosh et al., 2012, p. 375). 
Gestation and cross-fertilization of ideas occurred by interfacing with both 
practitioner stakeholders in our trading zones and academic communities in the WoB field 
more broadly. Seeking to speak the language of both communities, we published regular 
reports to bridge communication gaps with practitioners and drew on various theoretical 
perspectives to frame our issue-driven research for top journal publication – a process of 
theoretical development that is unorthodox compared to more traditional paradigm-driven 
scholarly work. Our practitioner/policy reports received extensive publicity and have 
prompted research in countries latterly trying to address this issue, giving us the opportunity 
to synthesize their research perspectives into our work (Denyer, et al., 2008). Complex issues 
such as the multi-level WoB require multidisciplinary approaches (Terjesen and Politis, 
2015) and recently we have seen increased interest in the topic of WoB extended to law, 
governance, and ethics scholars. Our practitioner reports have fed into other researchers’ 
work in these fields (e.g. Branson, 2012; Choudhury, 2015; Seierstad, 2015) and we were 
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able to engage with evidence from around the world enabling “exploration and exchanges of 
ideas across disciplines” (Terjesen and Politis, 2015, p. 155). Contributing to, engaging with, 
and utilising the critical mass of academic and non-academic literature facilitated a shift in 
attention to the systemic, theorising macro conditions enabling change. Theorization is the 
“justification of an abstract solution” (Greenwood, et al., 2002; p.60) and a precondition to 
deinstitutionalization, as it explains why a particular practice is needed (Strang and Meyer, 
1993). Additionally, four authors are now affiliated with different institutions, and although 
we continue to collaborate, new roles and environments created novel thought spaces for 
theory development. Pluralism of perspectives necessitates time to settle and “changes within 
a theoretical narrative…” such as those that have materialized in the WoB field “… occur 
through the accumulation of myriad smaller contributions and adjustments made by 
individuals and groups over time” (MacIntosh et al., 2012, p. 378).  
Psychological safety in trading zones is bounded by trade-offs, power and politics  
Romme et al. (2015) state that successful trading zones should be free from 
domination or coercion - that is, places of psychological safety that allow authentic dialogue. 
We question whether this is genuinely achievable when the nature of multiple stakeholders is 
likely to require astute navigation of political dynamics and a series of compromises. We 
suggest stakeholders, including academics, need to be ‘comfortable with discomfort’. 
Organizational politics is conceptualized as a way of negotiating competing interests and 
power bases, hidden agendas, and informal influence (Buchanan, 2008; Mintzberg, 1985). 
This political perspective is not largely incorporated into current debates about research 
impact, thus creating an illusion of rationality (Hodgkinson, 2012). Navigating competing 
agendas has been a persistent challenge in our sustained engagement with various 
stakeholders. With the corporate and government sponsorship we received, we negotiated 
various expectations in terms of what was reported and how findings were framed. Equality 
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regulators deemed we should be bolder in our recommendations, whilst corporate sponsors 
were sensitive about perceived criticism. Report launch events often involved extended and 
draining informal negotiations as every actor sought visibility to promote certain messages. 
During collaborations, we were also aware of the varying levels of dedication to equality and 
diversity issues, and the gaps in publicly stated versus private commitment to the goals of the 
trading zone. In recent years, government departments sometimes suggested a celebratory 
tone to our findings when we thought the data did not warrant it. Such pressures ranged from 
tactful suggestions made on draft reports to furious phone calls from senior civil servants 
when we disagreed. Despite the longevity of our relationships in the field, such political 
tensions have not disappeared and we believe that it would be unrealistic to expect them to 
diminish. Instead, we argue that scholars engaged in trading zones should recognize political 
issues and use political skill (Ferris, et al., 2007) to manage them, drawing on social 
astuteness (recognising evolving stakeholder agendas), interpersonal influence, and 
networking ability (leveraging relationships to reconcile competing expectations). One’s 
willingness to engage in politics depends on a subjective appraisal of the outcomes and 
ethical dilemmas of political behaviour (Doldor, et al., 2013), thereby considering personal 
values, professional standards, potential consequences on long-term relationships, and, 
consequently, the research impact. These decisions were not always straightforward or 
comfortable. While Romme et al. (2015) admit that any dialogue is political, we believe that 
these authors downplay the effect of politics in the interpersonal dynamics between 
stakeholders and overestimate the degree of psychological safety required in these 
interactions. Certainly, there are many opportunities for future research on the dynamics of 
power and politics in trading zones, and the decision-making regarding which zones are set-
up, supported or closed down, as undoubtedly without support they are fragile (Marcos and 
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Denyer, 2012), raising ethical issues regarding what knowledge is deemed useful and “whose 
interests are served in practice” (Jarzabkowski et al., 2010, p.1191). 
Drawing on more critical perspectives on the debates around impact (Butler et al., 
2015; Learmonth et al., 2012), we agree that relevance cannot be meaningfully discussed 
without considering the personal costs and trade-offs scholars face when engaging with 
external practitioners and organizations. Thus we reflect on and acknowledge the web of 
power relations in the social, political, and institutional context (Cunliffe, 2003) that shapes 
our scholarly practice. Immersed in the issue field of WoB, we had to develop legitimacy 
with key stakeholders through sustained engagement in trading zones, as explained above. In 
doing so, and by challenging the outsider-insider academic-practitioner divide (Marcos and 
Denyer, 2012) as diversity scholars with emancipatory aims, we incurred the risk of co-
optation into dominant discourses, potentially ‘taming’ and depoliticising the cause (Swan 
and Fox, 2010) by using widely accepted business case arguments for board diversity 
(Oswick and Noon, 2014). The effect was our tempered activism on academic scholarship 
and practical impact, and ability to challenge dominant discourses about diversity and 
equality (Özbilgin and Tatli, 2011) was bounded. Stakeholder engagement relied on 
pragmatic acceptance of arguments that had currency in business and policy circles. Over 
time, we refined and expanded these arguments rather than challenging them upfront. We 
also sought to nuance the ‘business case’ by stressing less tangible indicators such as 
improved decision-making processes on boards and more inclusive organizational cultures 
(Terjesen et al., 2009). Additionally, while we did not use explicit social justice arguments in 
our reports, we did draw attention to issues such as micro-injustices and gender bias in board-
related processes. Thus we raised issues of procedural justice in corporate governance 
(Doldor, 2012) and reframed the conversation on gender to a focus on organizational 
processes and cultures. However, the partial and pragmatic acceptance of hegemonic 
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discourses about the business case isolated us from other, more critical, academic colleagues 
in the field of gender in management. 
We were unable to challenge the unbridled confidence that voluntary (rather than 
legislative) measures are best suited to address women’s under-representation on boards, and 
the simplistic discourses opposing quotas in business circles. Business leaders emphasized 
that such change needs to be business-led, while government ministers were keen to stress 
that “government is there to support business, not to over-regulate it”. This discourse did not 
reflect our experience in trading zones watching governments orchestrate key initiatives from 
the shadows. Leveraging such frames of reference might have been a politically savvy way to 
increase pressure for change and engage stakeholders, but this left unchallenged the 
entrenched neo-liberal discourses about free market deregulation that primarily serve the 
interests of business and are detrimental to long-term equality and social justice (Noon, 2007; 
Özbilgin and Tatli, 2011). We were thus faced with ‘discomforting practices’ (King and 
Learmonth, 2015) in trying to utilize arguments that were persuasive for instigating change, 
while simultaneously reinforcing broader narratives that conflicted with our 
political/philosophical views. Our arguments are bolder and more nuanced in academic 
outputs than in policy reports. Scholars seeking impact need to speak the language of both 
academic and practitioner audiences and tailor arguments accordingly (Dutton et al., 2001), 
perhaps an undesirable compromise to more ‘purist’, intransigent scholars.  
Another trade-off stemming from the pursuit of impact concerns individual careers. 
We published and launched 20 public reports (see Appendix 6) in the past decade. These 
reports allowed us to overcome gaps in communication practices between academics and 
practitioners, and avoid producing only esoteric knowledge consumed by a narrow circle of 
academic peers (Pfeffer, 2007; Starkey and Madan, 2001). While our initial institution 
undoubtedly benefitted from the publicity and reputation, it did not always legitimize our 
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work internally, excluding it from general management or leadership courses, suggesting an 
enduring perception of the research field as ‘niche’. Our investment in practitioner 
engagement and publications was sometimes at the expense of producing top-tier journal 
publications which constitute the principal currency for academic careers. In addition, some 
of our authors suffered from hostile public reaction to the group’s work. For example, 
multiple abusive comments about our findings can be found online and the House of Lords 
imposed a closed hearing out of concerns for two authors’ safety following repeated threats 
by a member of the public. 
Concluding remarks 
This paper sought to contribute to debates on research impact by expanding and 
problematizing the concept of trading zones as spaces of dialogic encounter between 
academics and practitioners (Romme et al., 2015). Our time-sensitive analysis of engaged 
WoB scholarship demonstrated the importance of broadening our definition of relevant 
‘practitioners’ beyond managers and showed that longevity of trading zones calls for different 
researcher roles to generate impact, enabling the reframing of problems and shared goals 
through co-construction of knowledge and idea gestation. We also argued that dialogic 
encounters require acceptance of trade-offs and political manoeuvrings, issues relatively 
neglected in literature on research impact (Butler et al., 2015).  
One limitation of our analysis is that in the interest of telling a complex story, we 
have presented the authors of this paper as a homogeneous group, glossing over our diversity 
(age, background, career stage, nationality, ethnicity, and other research interests). The six 
authors span four decades in age and three generations of doctoral students, but share a 
passion to have a positive impact beyond academia, affecting the careers of the women we 
research. The practice of supervising one another for doctoral research meant that initially we 
formed a community with shared understandings of methodology and a common expertise of 
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qualitative research, allowing us to move beyond the ‘counting heads’ approach of other 
women on boards studies. However, with the senior researcher in her sixties and close to 
retirement and her initial post-doctoral student retiring mid-way through this period, 
obtaining high quality academic publications was not a priority for the senior researcher. This 
presented a challenge for the more junior researchers, whose priority was learning their craft. 
Thus, we suggest that research teams seeking impact need a strategic balancing of roles to 
ensure they develop both research capacity and other abilities needed to function in the 
trading zone. In addition, the longitudinal nature of the research and the demands of the 
practitioner partners’ demands for ‘regular drumbeat reports’ made prioritizing academic 
writing a particular challenge. Thus, four of the six authors subsequently moved to different 
universities. With a change of institution, early-career authors were exposed to differing 
theoretical debates, broadening their perspectives: for example, debates on diversity versus 
equality, and the ‘business case’ and voluntarism versus social justice arguments. These more 
diverse perspectives have helped authors feed into broader elements of the academic field and 
enhanced their publications. In addition, the international backgrounds (nationality and 
experience) of most of the authors, with one subsequently working across three continents, 
allowed us to broaden the debate beyond the UK context and maintain international 
perspectives. This undoubtedly helped with longitudinal engagement with both policymakers 
and organisations, and also in the academic field. 
All but the senior researcher entered academia after careers of various lengths in 
industry and/or consulting which, as we have mentioned above, may well have helped with 
the long-term relationships developed in the trading zones. This also meant that they have 
brought in other research interests (for example, ethnicity). This has been fed into the 
political and research agenda when there was an institutional opening for change in this area, 
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and the conversation has now expanded to include ethnicity on boards, thus enriching the 
scholarly focus and scope for impact.  
However, researching corporate elites is challenging and some authors felt that 
aspects of their diversity (nationality, ethnicity, age, accent and non-corporate background) 
required mindful effort to manage their ‘outsider’ status and be seen as credible to 
practitioners within the trading zones. This status meant being less embedded in the 
establishment, but perhaps allowed a more critical outlook on the implicit norms of these 
elites, being more alert to some of the silenced issue in the debate – for example, some 
practitioners’ emphasis on placing British women on boards, as a priority over women of 
other nationalities, felt to non-British authors uncomfortable and insensitive to 
intersectionality. Such critical distance shaped the tactful challenges we put forward to 
practitioners, but was also instrumental to developing academic publications. In terms of our 
own diversity, we conclude that it has both enriched and challenged the research process and 
has allowed us to form genuine friendships and mutual respect over the years. 
Another limitation is that our case is also not generalizable to all management 
scholars seeking impact, as trading zones are, by their nature, highly context-dependent. Our 
insights about the characteristics and processes enabling impact in trading zones warrant 
further development. Future research could examine and theorize researchers’ change agency 
and dialogic skills in academic-practitioner collaborations by drawing on literatures on 
organizational and institutional change, and organizational politics. 
Universities and higher education leaders need to consider how to support the 
processes required for the development of trading zones, both in terms of institutional 
resources (e.g. workload models reflecting the time costs incurred by practitioner 
collaborations and logistical support for events), and research capacity building (e.g. What 
skills do scholars need to enhance their dialogic ability? How could these be developed?). 
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One challenge identified by Romme et al. (2015) is that many traditionally trained academics 
lack the experience and capabilities of problem-driven collaboration with practitioners. It is 
perhaps of interest that most of our team were mature former practitioners, which facilitated 
interactions with business leaders and policymakers. Finally, while the UK’s Research 
Excellence Framework creates mounting institutional pressures to demonstrate impact 
(Learmonth et al., 2012; Pettigrew, 2011), we suggest that business schools should avoid 
promoting a heroic perspective of impact in which scholars are pressured to claim unrealistic 
influence outside academia. Such impact is often context-dependent. Our experience was 
borne of our response to the particular environmental context and time period in the UK, 
where a confluence of events generated growing readiness for change. As we finalize this 
paper in the wake of Brexit, we are reminded of the precarious macro-level conditions that 
create or prohibit fruitful trading zones.   
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Table 1. Examples of theoretical development of issue-driven research  
Issue in the field  Practitioner / policy report(s) 
tackling this  
Theoretical development in peer-
reviewed publications (* is ABS 
journal rank)  
Lack of pipeline of qualified 
women to sit on boards: 
argument raised by Chairs and 
headhunters; widely shared 
diagnosis of the problem 
amongst non-academics in the 
field. 
 
Focus: micro level, individual  
-FTSE Report 2005: Quantitative 
study on female directors’ human 
capital.  
Findings belied myths about 
women not having sufficient 
experience to sit on boards.  
 
 
- Singh, Terjesen & Vinnicombe 
(2008) European Management 
Journal, 2* 
Drawing on human capital (HC) 
theory, the study finds that new 
women directors have similar and 
sometimes additional HC to their male 
peers, thus illustrating that the Hillman 
et al. (2000, 2002) HC taxonomy 
masks the added value of women’s HC 
and proposes an enhanced taxonomy 
to capture women directors’ value-
added. 
 
Board appointment process 
opaque and non-inclusive: 
issue raised by practitioners 
from mid 2000s onwards and 
identified as key problem in 
the Davies Review. 
Recommendation 8 of the 
Davies Review required 
headhunters to draw up a 
VCC.  
 
Focus: meso level, relational 
and processual  
- FTSE Report 2006: Qualitative 
study focused on women’s 
experiences in accessing FTSE 
directorships. Highlighted the 
ineffectiveness of headhunters for 
unknown women; start of focus on 
board appointment process. 
- FTSE Report 2010: Qualitative 
study with Chairs finds critical 
accounts of headhunters’ approach 
to female candidates.  
- ACCA report 2012: Study 
triangulated data from 
headhunters’, Chairs’ and female 
directors’ perspective contributed 
to our understanding of change 
agency roles. 
- EHRC report 2012: Study 
looked at how leading headhunters 
implement the VCC. Found both 
gender inclusive and non-
inclusive selection practices. 
Findings shaped future versions of 
the VCC. 
- Doldor, Sealy & Vinnicombe, (2016) 
Human Resource Management 
Journal, 4* 
Study adopts case study approach and 
draws on institutional theory and 
diversity scholarship to theorize the 
role of headhunters in the WoB field 
as ‘accidental activists’. We extend 
institutional and diversity scholarship 
by locating the micro-processes that 
underpin this opportunistic and 
precarious change role. 
 
-  Terjesen, Couto & Francisco (2015) 
Journal of Management & 
Governance, 1* 
Drawing on agency, resource 
dependency, and upper echelons 
theories, this study analyzes whether 
gender diversity enhances boards of 
directors’ independence and efficiency 
using data from 3,876 public firms in 
47 countries. The study finds that 
firms with more female directors have 
higher firm performance measures, 
and that external independent directors 
do not contribute to firm performance 
unless the board is gender diversified. 
 
National strategies to increase 
WoB: controversy about 
mandatory versus voluntary 
approach, discussed in the 
wake of EU 2012 quota threat 
and post Davies Review; 
debate about adequacy of 
-FTSE Report 2009: Included data 
from Norway and Spain as 
comparison points in tackling the 
issue of WoB. Explored 
institutional and country level 
influences at international level. 
Considered the impact of 
-Terjesen & Singh (2008), Journal of 
Business Ethics 3* 
Drawing on institutional theory, 
identifies political, social and 
economic national factors shaping 
women’s presence on boards in 43 
countries.  
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Issue in the field  Practitioner / policy report(s) 
tackling this  
Theoretical development in peer-
reviewed publications (* is ABS 
journal rank)  
each approach in various 
country contexts.  
 
Focus: macro level, field-level 
and national   
meritocracy beliefs in perceptions 
of quotas.  
-FTSE Report 2010: Qualitative 
study shaped our views about how 
to achieve change, showing 
importance of distributed change 
roles. Report recommendations 
squarely focused on 
responsibilities of multiple 
stakeholders. 
-Davies monitoring report 2012: 
informed us about progress of 
UK’s voluntary strategy set by 
Davies Review  
- FTSE 2015 Report: Qualitative 
study garnered opinions from 
Chairs, CEOs, headhunters, 
female directors and subject 
experts on the quota versus 
voluntary approach. 
 
 
 
-Sealy (2010) Gender in Management, 
1* 
Paper examines how meritocracy 
beliefs, and therefore acceptable 
interventions, change across women’s 
careers. 
 
- Terjesen, Aguilera & Lorenz (2015) 
Journal of Business Ethics 3* 
Using case studies from multiple 
countries, this paper outlines an 
integrated model of three institutional 
factors that explain the establishment 
of board of directors’ gender quota 
legislation based on the premise that 
the country’s institutional environment 
co-evolves with gender corporate 
policies 
 
-Terjesen & Sealy (2016) 
Business Ethics Quarterly, 4*  
Conceptual paper theorising about the 
multi-theoretic ethical tensions of 
quotas, multi-levels and isomorphic 
influences, and stakeholder theory.   
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Appendix 1. Timeline of engagement with non-academic stakeholders (2005-2015) 
Date Event Scope of engagement  Nature of impact in the field  
March 
2005 
Female FTSE Report launch  
Report sponsors: Shell, PwC, 
Centrica, DTI & Government 
Non-financial support: Opportunity 
Now, DCMS, Women & Equality Unit, 
Women Directors on Boards 
Hosted by PwC Senior Partner Ed Smith and Head of 
Diversity &Inclusion Sarah Churchman. Format: 
speeches from government (Minister for Women and 
Equalities), EY Senior Partner, business sponsors 
(Chairman), presentation of report results by 
authors, panel discussion and Q&A. Audience of 
approx. 60 people included top policy-makers and 
senior business leaders (FTSE Chairs).  
Report includes quantitative study on human capital 
of female directors. Findings dispel beliefs widely 
shared by FTSE Chairs about the lack of qualified 
women to sit on boards. Qualitative study with 
companies also showcases good practice in managing 
the female talent pipeline. 
March 
2006 
Female FTSE Report launch 
Report sponsors: Shell, PwC, 3i & 
Government 
Non-financial support:  
Opportunity Now, Women Directors 
on Boards, Women & Equality Unit, 
Communities and Local Government  
Hosted by 3i Chairman Baroness Sarah Hogg. Format 
as above. Audience of 60-80 people including FTSE 
Chairmen or direct reports (HR Director or CEO), D&I 
directors, women directors, cabinet ministers and 
policymakers, and journalists. 
Conversation broadens to larger audience. Report 
findings on women’s experiences of accessing board 
directorships and the importance of social capital 
trigger beginning of public scrutiny of the board 
appointment process.   
March 
2007 
Female FTSE Report launch  
Report sponsors: Shell, Sainsbury’s, 
HSBC, PwC, 3i & Government 
Non-financial support: Opportunity 
Now, UK Resource Centre for Women 
in SET, BoardEx 
Hosted by Chairman of National Grid Sir John Parker. 
Format as above. Audience as above. 
Scrutinizing ethnic minorities on board eventually 
feeds into the Vision 2020 Taskforce on ethnicity, set 
up by government in 2015 and chaired by Sir John 
Parker. Two of our researchers are included as 
academic experts on this Forum. Boardroom cultures 
study expanded public scrutiny onto boardroom 
dynamics, highlighting obstacles and best practices on 
running gender-inclusive boards. 
Jan 2007 Author awarded OBE (Order of the 
British Empire) – title conferred 
producing work known nationally in 
an area of activity. 
Queen’s New Year’s Honours List, Buckingham Palace Public recognition of impact based on diversity 
research. 
March Female FTSE Report launch  Hosted by Sainsbury’s Chairman, Sir Philip Hampton. 10
th
 year anniversary of the Female FTSE Report. 
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2008 Report sponsors: KPMG, Sainsbury’s, 
HSBC & Government  
Non-financial support: Opportunity 
Now, BoardEx 
Format and audience as above listed Female FTSE 
Reports. 
Decade of slow progress leads to stronger statement 
of five recommendations in report, four of which 
become Davies recommendations in 2011. Study 
reveals women’s aspirations to take on directorships 
(contradicting popular belief) and substantial 
pessimism in the role of headhunters in board 
appointments.  
March 
2009  
Female FTSE Report launch  
Report sponsors: PwC, Sainsbury’s, 
HSBC, Pearson, Aviva & Government 
Non-financial support: Opportunity 
Now, BoardEx 
 
Hosted by Pearson CEO Dame Marjorie Scardino. 
Format as above listed Female FTSE Reports. Invited 
guest speakers from Norway and Spain. Audience 
grows to 100+ attendees.  
Report included sections from Norway and Spain 
contributors; it highlighted WoB as a pan-European 
issue and identified that all three countries 
experienced barriers and initiatives at multiple levels. 
Findings emphasized the need for a national, context-
sensitive strategy on WoB. Report included “100 
Women to Watch” list, clear evidence against the 
‘lack of supply’ argument, which gained substantial 
media coverage. The list has been repeated annually. 
BoardEx corporate networking database added 
inclusion on the W2W list to their “Honours” section. 
Later research interviews with new female directors 
cited their inclusion on this list as contributing to their 
successful appointment. 
Oct 2009 Two reports commissioned by 
Government’s Equalities Office: 
“Increasing diversity on public and 
private sector boards”: (1) “How 
diverse are boards and why?” & (2) 
“What is being done to improve 
diversity on boards and how effective 
is this?” 
Discussed in small closed meeting with policy 
makers. 
This review of academic and non-academic evidence 
on WoB in the UK and internationally was cited by 
government departments and ministers in moving the 
WoB conversation forward on several occasions: e.g. 
cited by RH Harriet Harman MP, at Treasury Select 
Committee hearing in 2009 and heavily cited in 2011 
Davies Report. 
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Oct 2009 
 
Women on Boards Hang Seng report 
launch, Hong Kong  
Report sponsor: Standard Chartered 
Bank 
 
 
Hosted by Regional CEO of Standard Chartered Bank. 
Format as above listed Female FTSE Reports. 
Audience of 50-60 people including senior directors, 
D&I directors, women directors.  
This report revealed WoB becoming an international 
issue. It highlighted the issue for the first time in Hong 
Kong. We worked in partnership with the local 
corporate membership diversity organisation 
(Community Business) who have continued to publish 
a similar report bi-annually. 
Oct 2009  Contribution to New Zealand policy-
making: author invited to contribute 
to deliberations held by country’s 
equality commissioners 
Presentation and meeting with approximately 15 
New Zealand government officials who debated 
strategies to increase WoB. Also attended by 
Australian policy makers.  
Recognition of expertise, share research and UK 
approach and knowledge. Threat of quotas discussed, 
but stated desire to avoid, if possible. 
Feb 2010 Contribution to UK policy-making: 
author invited to UK Prime Minister’s 
consultative breakfast meeting on 
WoB 
Thirty senior individuals invited, including one author 
and Lord Davies. Input provided based on decade of 
our research.  
Government agree to set up independent enquiry 
into WoB. Lord Davies appointed to lead it. Author 
invited to join Davies Steering Committee. 
March 
2010 
Contribution to Australia policy 
making: two authors invited to 
Australia for meeting with Australian 
ministers and international WoB 
experts 
Seminar involves meetings with global academics 
and Australian ministers and practitioners (Chairmen, 
women directors, CEOs). 
Australia’s business-led approach fed back to UK 
government and Davies Review. Help practitioner 
group come up with ideas for change, facilitated 
approach.  
Sept 
2010 
Women on Boards Bombay Stock 
Exchange Report launch, Mumbai 
Report sponsor: Standard Chartered 
Bank 
Hosted by Regional CEO of Standard Chartered Bank. 
Format as above listed Female FTSE Reports. 
Audience of 50-60 people including senior directors, 
D&I directors, women directors.  
Increasing global nature of discussion. Cited by the 
Indian government in their discussion about the 
possible introduction of quotas in Indian business.  
  
Nov 2010 Female FTSE Report launch  
Report sponsors: Barclays & 
Government  
Non-financial support: Opportunity 
Now, BoardEx 
 
 
Hosted by Barclays Chairman Marcus Agius. 
Speeches by Rt Hon Theresa May (Home Secretary 
and Minister for Women). 
Format and audience as above FTSE Report launches.  
Qualitative project on board appointment process 
focused on Chairmen’s interactions with headhunters 
and the Nomination Committee. Several Chairmen’s 
suggestions become embedded in the upcoming 
Davies Review (e.g. CEO responsibility for gender 
balanced executive committees, peer-to-peer 
pressure with FTSE250 Chairmen). Longer term 
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substantive sponsorship from one corporate wanting 
to signal publicly their commitment to the WoB issue. 
March 
2011 
Davies Report launch. Report 
produced under the guidance of 
Davies Steering Committee, author 
member of Davies Steering 
Committee.  
Hosted by government. Format: presentation of 
review findings, panel discussion, including author, 
and Q&A. Attended by about 60 policy makers.  
 
Recognition of the rigour of research team’s work – 
Davies Report summarised and quoted extensively 
our research from previous decade. Substantial media 
coverage and the start of a change movement in FTSE 
firms. 
Oct 2011 “Women on Boards: Six Month 
Monitoring Report” launch  
Report sponsors: Barclays & 
Government  
Launch hosted by UK Prime Minister & Deputy Prime 
Minister at No. 10 Downing Street. Format: speeches 
from key stakeholders (Lord Mervyn Davies, Helena 
Morrissey Chair of 30% Club). Small and senior 
audience of policy-makers and FTSE Chairmen. After 
launch, Prime Minister meets with Davies Steering 
Group in private meeting (author included).  
Report monitors take-up of Davies Review 
recommendations 1, 2, 3 & 5. Findings led to a change 
in Company Law, forcing reporting of gender split 
across organization, at senior manager and director 
levels. 
Data fed to FRC was used for amendment to 
Governance Code to report policies, measurable 
objectives and progress on boardroom diversity. 
Headhunters impressed by credibility given to report, 
subsequently more keen to engage. 
March 
2012 
Female FTSE Report  
Project sponsor: Barclays & 
Government 
Non-financial support: Opportunity 
Now, BoardEx 
 
Hosted at CBI and chaired by Sir Roger Carr. Format 
and audience as above Female FTSE report launches, 
with additional speeches from Lord Meryn Davies 
and Rt Hon Dr Vince Cable-Secretary of State for 
Business 
Report explicitly addresses progress against Davies 
Review targets and recommendations, therefore 
aligned with national change agenda. Study focuses 
on pipeline of women, reveals that data on gender 
balance of whole workforce (from entry to board 
level) is not easily available in FTSE firms. This 
contributes to Business Secretary insisting that such 
reporting be part of Company Law in 2013. 
March 
2012 
Contribution to EU policy making: 
author invited to seminar with policy-
makers and WoB academic experts in 
Oslo, Norway 
Hosted by Oslo Business School. Attended by 
academics and practitioners in the WoB field, from 
Europe, the USA and Canada. Author presented UK 
approach. 
Discussions fed into WoB policy decisions in EU 
countries (e.g. Belgium, Netherlands).  
May Contribution to EU policy making : One academic partner and one government minister UK’s unique government-backed and business-led 
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2012 author invited to EU Justice 
Commission Summit, Oslo, Norway  
from each of 19 countries. Case study reports of 
UK’s, Denmark’s & Norway’s approach to increasing 
WOB circulated in advance. Other 16 countries wrote 
response papers. Author presented UK case study. 
Two day summit in front of EU commissioners, to 
discuss possible EU approach, prior to Justice 
Commissioner’s decision regarding gender board 
quotas. 
voluntary approach presented in detail, including 
trajectories suggesting UK can achieve EU target 
without quotas. Influenced EU policy that allows opt-
out if voluntarily achieved. 
May 
2012 
Report launch: “Gender Diversity on 
Boards: The Appointment Process 
and the Role of Executive Search 
Firms” 
Report commissioned by the Equality 
and Human Rights Commission  
 
Hosted by the 30% Club (club of FTSE 100 Chairmen 
committed to diversity on boards, founded in 2010). 
Format: authors’ presentation, speeches from 30% 
founder Helena Morissey, Marks & Spencer 
Chairman Robert Swannel, leading headhunters in 
the field and EHRC policy-makers. Audience: over 70 
senior business leaders, headhunters, policy-makers 
and journalists. 
First report in the field focusing exclusively on 
headhunters in the board appointment process. 
Findings examined how headhunters implement the 
Code of Conduct passed in response to the Davies 
Review recommendations, revealing good practices 
and ongoing challenges for more gender inclusive 
board selection processes. Report recommendations 
embedded in subsequent reviews of the Code of 
Conduct, written by leading executive search firms. 
Over 80 executive search firms have so far subscribed 
to the Code.  
Oct 2012 FRC Davies Interim Report launch  Format: input by authors, corporate governance 
regulators, Lord Davies. Audience of 50 people, 
including senior business leaders, corporate 
governance regulators, and policy-makers. 
Forewords by Rt Hon Vince Cable MP, Business 
Secretary; Rt Hon Maria Miller MP, Minister for 
Women & Equalities; and Baroness Sarah Hogg, Chair 
of the FRC. 
 
Monitored take-up of Davies recommendations and 
particularly of the FRC diversity reporting 
recommendations. Benchmarked early adopters of 
the 2012 corporate governance requirement to 
report boardroom diversity policies, measurable 
objectives and progress on boardroom diversity. 
Evidence good practice and enhanced normative 
pressure on Chairmen. Our report findings are cited in 
the annual 2012 Corporate Governance Guidelines by 
FRC Chair Sarah Hogg. 
Dec 2012 Report launch: “Women in Finance: A Hosted by CEO of Association of Chartered & Reiterating importance of focusing on appointment 
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springboard to corporate board 
positions?” 
Report sponsor: Association of 
Chartered & Certified Accountants 
(ACCA) 
Certified Accountants (ACCA).  Format: authors’ 
presentation of findings. 
Audience: Senior partners of accountancy firms, 
senior business leaders, and journalists. 
 
process, triangulating views of women directors, 
headhunters and Chairmen. 
March 
2013 
Female FTSE Report launch  
Report sponsors: Barclays & 
Government  
Non-financial support: Opportunity 
Now, BoardEx 
 
Hosted by Barclays CEO Anthony Jenkins. Format as 
above Female FTSE report launches, with additional 
speech from Lord Meryn Davies and the Secretary of 
States for Business (Dr Vince Cable). Audience as 
above Female FTSE report launches. 
Report explicitly addresses progress against Davies 
Review targets and recommendations, therefore 
aligned with national change agenda. Our trajectories 
indicate that if current trends continue the UK will 
meet the 25% target for WOB set for FTSE 100. Study 
analyses the backgrounds of newly appointed women 
directors and indicates that the majority have 
considerable board experience, thus supporting that 
qualified women were overlooked in the past. 
March 
2013 
Contribution to EU policy making: 
author invited to European 
Parliament policy consultation on 
WoB in Brussels, Belgium 
Hosted at the European Parliament HQ. Format: 
report and presentation by author on UK's approach 
to increasing WoB. Contributions from other EU 
commissioners and rapporteurs, academics and 
practitioners from other member states. Audience: 
50+ attendees, mostly European MPs and some 
practitioners.   
Dissemination of research on UK’s approach to WoB 
based on previous FTSE and EHRC reports.  
Highlighting success stories but also 
limitations/challenges of voluntary approach adopted 
in the UK. Discussion of cross-country enablers.  
April 
2013 
Contribution to EU policy making: 
author invited to EU Presidency 
session on Women in Economic 
Decision-Making, in Dublin, Ireland 
Hosted by EU Presidency. Author presentation on 
UK's approach to increasing WoB. Other 
contributors: Irish Equalities Minister; French 
government representative; policy advisors from the 
Netherlands. Audience: 200+ policy-making and 
advising individuals from across all EU governments. 
Dissemination of FTSE Report findings, revealing on-
going success of UK’s unique approach. Extensive 
questioning from other countries’ participants helped 
articulate what was unique about our context and 
approach. 
March 
2012 
Contribution to UK policy-making: 
two authors invited as expert 
witnesses at House of Lords enquiry 
Hosted by the House of Lords. Authors provided 
research-based evidence on what causes lack of WoB 
and how this might be addressed. Other 
Revisiting if UK needs quotas, and progress. Pressure 
on UK to defend voluntary approach. House of Lords 
decides against board quotas in the UK but 
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into WoB contributions from senior D&I practitioners. 
Audience: House of Lords enquiry panel  
recommends more pressure be placed on FTSE 
companies to ensure success of voluntary approach.  
 
Oct 2013 FRC Davies Interim Report 
Sponsored by: FRC, BIS & GEO 
Hosted by UK Chancellor of the Exchequer at No. 11 
Downing Street. Format: Presentation by 
Government Minister and panel discussion with FTSE 
250 Chairs. Audience: 50-60 FTSE 250 Chairs, senior 
business leaders, policy-makers and Head-hunters. 
 
Systematic analysis of progress against Davies change 
agenda and gender diversity reporting by FTSE listed 
companies, informing corporate governance regulator 
of numbers of complying companies across FTSE 350. 
Report also highlighted reporting of diversity 
measures below board level, building on progress of 
board level policy and starting to expand remit of 
change actors to ‘executive pipeline’. Our report 
findings are cited in the annual 2013 Corporate 
Governance Guidelines by FRC. 
March 
2014 
Female FTSE Report launch  
Report sponsors: Barclays & 
Government  
Non-financial support: Opportunity 
Now, BoardEx 
 
  
Hosted by Barclays CEO Anthony Jenkins. Format: 
report findings presented by authors, speeches from 
cabinet ministers and policymakers (Rt Hon Vince 
Cable MP, Business Secretary; Rt Hon Maria Miller 
MP, Minister for Women & Equalities; Lord Davies, 
Chair of the Davies Women on Boards review; Denise 
Wilson, CEO Davies Steering Committee). Audience: 
100+ attendees, mostly senior business leaders, but 
also investors, headhunters, women’s associations 
and media. 
Report explicitly addresses progress against Davies 
Review change agenda. We identify 5 strategies to 
help Chairmen appoint more women to their boards, 
including the replacement of 82 male directors whose 
tenure exceeds the recommended maximum of nine 
years. This receives widespread discussion in the 
media and leads to change. 
May 
2014 
Contribution to Finland policy-
making: author invited as honorary 
guest speaker, in Helsinki, Finland 
Hosted by Finnish Equalities Ministry. Audience: 80-
100 Finnish MPs and policymakers  
Contributed understanding of the UK’s unique 
approach, to the Finnish government’s discussion on 
their future policy 
June 
2014 
Author awarded CBE (Commander of 
the British Empire) - title conferred 
for having a prominent role at 
national level and for distinguished 
Queen’s New Year’s Honours List, Buckingham Palace Public recognition of rigorous and impactful research 
on women on boards. 
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contribution to an area of activity. 
Oct 2014 FRC Davies Interim Report 
Sponsored by: FRC, BIS & GEO 
Hosted by Caroline Artis, Senior London Partner, EY. 
Format: Speeches by cabinet ministers and 
policymakers (Rt Hon Nicky Morgan MP, Rt Hon Jo 
Swinson MP); Audience: 80-100 senior business 
leaders and practitioners.  
 
Continuous monitoring of progress against Davies 
change agenda and gender diversity reporting by FTSE 
listed companies, informing corporate governance 
regulator of increasing numbers of complying 
companies across FTSE 350. Highlighted ‘best 
practice’ examples of FRC requirements and those 
organisations that are starting to filter the same 
approach to levels below the board. Our report 
findings are cited in the annual 2014 Corporate 
Governance Guidelines by FRC. 
March 
2015 
Female FTSE Report launch  
Report sponsors: Barclays & 
Government  
Non-financial support: Opportunity 
Now, BoardEx 
 
Hosted by Barclays Chairman John McFarlane. 
Format: report findings presented by authors, 
speeches from cabinet ministers and policymakers 
(Rt Vince Cable MP, Business Secretary; Rt Nicky 
Morgan MP, Minister for Women & Equalities; Lord 
Davies, Chair of the Davies Women on Boards 
review; Denise Wilson, CEO Davies Steering 
Committee). Audience: 100+ attendees - senior 
business leaders, investors, headhunters, women’s 
associations and media. 
Report looks back at changes and drivers of change in 
the WoB field since the 2011 Davies Review; sets out 
areas of focus for future action, agreed with and 
followed by government, informed by prior research 
and new qualitative study with Chairs, CEOs, female 
directors, headhunters & subject experts. Davies 
Closing Report is based on these findings and includes 
a number of quotes from report.  
March 
2015 
Two authors invited to sit on new 
Vision 20/20 Taskforce on Ethnicity 
on Boards  
The committee aims to reviews the reasons behind 
the low representation of ethnic minorities on UK 
boards. Authors invited as academic experts. Other 
committee members: Business, Innovation and Skills 
government department representative, Trevor 
Phillips, two FTSE Chairs, Institute of Directors 
representative, Black & Minority Ethnic chapter of 
professional network association, EY, Linklaters. 
This is the first multi-stakeholder report in the field 
focusing on ethnicity on UK FTSE boards. Research 
findings including suggestions from Chairs, 
headhunters and minority ethnic directors will be 
integrated into the report to maximize engagement 
and impact.   
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Oct 2015 Davies Closing Report launch (co-
authored by research team and 
Davies Committee)  
Report sponsor: KPMG  
Hosted by KPMG Vice Chair Melanie Richards. 
Format: speeches from cabinet ministers and 
policymakers (Rt Hon Nicky Morgan MP, Minister for 
Women & Equalities; Baroness Neville-Rolfe, 
Parliamentary Under-Secretary for Department for 
Business, Innovation and Skills; Lord Davies, Chair of 
the Davies Women on Boards review; Denise Wilson, 
CEO Davies Steering Committee). Panel including 
Caroline Dinenage, MP, Parliamentary Under-
Secretary at Ministry of Justice & Minister for 
Women & Equalities; senior representative of 
investors, and author. Audience: 100+ attendees - 
senior business leaders, investors, headhunters, 
women’s associations and media. 
Celebratory dinner at Lancaster House. 
Report takes stock of the changes caused by the 
Davies Review – 26.1% women on FTSE100 now 
compared to 12.5% in 2011. Team’s research is 
heavily quoted in retrospective analysis (2010-2015) 
and informs recommendations for 2 main areas of 
future change: (a) lack of women moving to Senior 
Independent Director and Chair roles and (b) 
progression of women in the executive pipeline.  
Report acknowledges research team for the impact of 
their research and commends the importance of such 
academic input to the follow on Davies Committee. 
New target set for FTSE 100 firms to have 33% WoB 
by 2020. 
Feb 2010 
- Oct 
2015 
Ongoing input into Davies WoB 
Steering Committee  
Author is the only academic invited as Steering 
Committee member. In addition to the above listed 
reports and public events, two authors took part in 
over 12 private meetings of the Davies Steering 
Committee over the course of 5 years. These 
meetings decided the initial change agenda and 
national strategy on WoB, setting action points for all 
stakeholders in the field. The Committee monitored 
progress and proposed further action points, 
applying constant pressure on FTSE Chairmen and 
other stakeholders. The research team continually 
fed data to the Davies Committee throughout the 
five year period. 
The Davies Review is acknowledged to be the most 
impactful campaign for WoB in the UK so far. Within 5 
years of activity, its key achievements include:  
- FTSE100 WoB doubled (12.5%-26.1%); FTSE 
250 nearly tripled (7.8%-22.0%) 
- No more all-male boards on FTSE 100 boards, 
on FTSE 250 boards reduced from 131 to 15 
- 1:3 new appointments go to women now, 
prior to Davies, average was 1:7 
- ‘Complete culture shift’ towards 
unacceptability of homogenous white male 
boards 
Author played key role in providing evidence to 
support problem diagnosis and chosen course of 
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action. Committee reviews informed our team’s 
yearly research agendas. 
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Appendix 2. Davies Review recommendations  
1. All Chairmen of FTSE 350 companies should set out the percentage of women they aim to 
have on their boards in 2013 and 2015. FTSE 100 boards should aim for a minimum of 25% 
female representation by 2015 and we expect that many will achieve a higher figure. 
Chairmen should announce their aspirational goals within the next six months (by September 
2011). Also we expect all Chief Executives to review the percentage of women they aim to 
have on their Executive Committees in 2013 and 2015.  
2. Quoted companies should be required to disclose each year the proportion of women on the 
board, women in Senior Executive positions and female employees in the whole organisation. 
3. The Financial Reporting Council should amend the UK Corporate Governance Code to require 
listed companies to establish a policy concerning boardroom diversity, including measurable 
objectives for implementing the policy, and disclose annually a summary of the policy and the 
progress made in achieving the objectives.  
4. Companies should report on the matters in recommendations 1, 2 and 3 in their 2012 
Corporate Governance Statement whether or not the underlying regulatory changes are in 
place. In addition, Chairmen will be encouraged to sign a charter supporting the 
recommendations. 
5. In line with the UK Corporate Governance Code provision B2.4 “A separate section of the 
annual report should describe the work of the nomination committee, including the process it 
has used in relation to board appointments”. Chairmen should disclose meaningful information 
about the company’s appointment process and how it addresses diversity in the company’s 
annual report including a description of the search and nominations process. 
6. Investors play a critical role in engaging with company boards. Therefore investors should pay 
close attention to recommendations 1-5 when considering company reporting and 
appointments to the board. 
7. We encourage companies periodically to advertise non-executive board positions to encourage 
greater diversity in applications.  
8. Executive search firms should draw up a Voluntary Code of Conduct addressing gender 
diversity and best practice which covers the relevant search criteria and processes relating to 
FTSE 350 board level appointments. 
9. In order to achieve these recommendations, recognition and development of two different 
populations of women who are well-qualified to be appointed to UK boards needs to be 
considered: • Executives from within the corporate sector, for whom there are many different 
training and mentoring opportunities; and • Women from outside the corporate mainstream, 
including entrepreneurs, academics, civil servants and senior women with professional service 
backgrounds, for whom there are many fewer opportunities to take up corporate board 
positions. A combination of entrepreneurs, existing providers and individuals needs to come 
together to consolidate and improve the provision of training and development for potential 
board members. 
10. This steering board will meet every six months to consider progress against these measures 
and will report annually with an assessment of whether sufficient progress is being made. 
 (Source: Davies, 2011) 
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Appendix 3: The increase in women on boards in FTSE 100 and FTSE 250 companies 
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Appendix 4. Increasing media mentions of authors’ women on boards research 2005 - 2015*  
 
*Includes national and international media coverage.  
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Appendix 5: Practitioner report citations 
 
Report Name Year No. of 
Google 
Scholar 
Citations 
Female FTSE Report 2007: A year of 
encouraging progress 
2007 68 
The Female FTSE Report: A decade of delay 2008 2 
The Female FTSE Report 2009: Norway & Spain 
join our census to benchmark corporate boards 
2009 21 
Increasing diversity on public and private sector 
boards - What is being done to improve 
diversity on boards and how effective is this? 
2009 15 
Women on  boards: Hang Seng Index 2009 5 
Women on corporate boards in India 2010 10 
Women on Boards: 6 month monitoring report 
for the Davies Review 
2011 9 
Gender diversity on boards: The appointment 
process and the role of executive search firms 
2012 28 
The Female FTSE Report 2012: Milestone or 
Millstone 
2012 19 
The Female FTSE Report 2013: False dawn of 
progress for women on boards 
2013 20 
The Female FTSE Report 2015: Putting the UK 
progress into a global perspective 
2015 38 
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Appendix 6: Chronological List of Publications from Authors 2006-2016 
 
Date Authors 
Journal/Full Book Title/Sponsoring 
Bodies Report/Chapter/Article Title Citations 
 Type of 
publication 
2006 Singh, V. & Vinnicombe, S. 
D. McTavish and K. Miller (eds.) Women 
in Leadership and Management: A 
European Perspective 
Opening the Boardroom Doors: FTSE 100 
Companies and Women Directors 10 
Book 
chapter 
2007 Sealy, R. 
M. Visser, & A. Gigante (Eds.), Women 
on boards – moving mountains The glass cliff and other metaphors   
Book 
chapter 
2007 
Sealy, R.; Singh, V. & 
Vinnicombe, S. Cranfield School of Management 
The Female FTSE report 2007: A year of 
encouraging progress 68 Report 
2007 
Singh, V.; Vinnicombe, S. & 
Terjesen, S. 
D. Bilimoria and S. Kristin Piderit (eds.), 
Handbook on Women in Business and 
Management 
Women Advancing onto the Corporate 
Board 25 
Book 
chapter 
2007 Terjesen, S. & Singh, V. 
Academy of Management Proceedings 
2007 
Global prerequisites of politics, pay, and 
pipeline for the presence of women 
corporate directors 1 
Journal 
article 
2008 
Sealy, R.; Vinnicombe, S. & 
Singh, V. 
S. Vinnicombe, V. Singh, R. J. Burke, D. 
Bilimoria & M. Huse (Eds.), Women on 
corporate boards of directors: 
International research and practice 
The pipeline to the board finally opens: 
Women's progress in FTSE 100 boards in 
the UK 20 
Book 
chapter 
2008 
Sealy, R.; Vinnicombe, S. & 
Singh, V. Cranfield School of Management 
The Female FTSE Report 2008: A decade of 
delay 2 Report 
2008 
Vinnicombe, S.; Singh, V.; 
Burke, R.J.; Bilimoria, D. & 
Huse, M. Edward Elgar 
Women on Corporate Boards of Directors: 
International Research and Practice Boards 3 Book 
2008 
Singh, V. ; Terjesen, S. & 
Vinnicombe, S. European Management Journal 
Newly Appointed Directors in the 
Boardroom: How do women and men differ 188 
Journal 
article 
2008 
Singh, V.; Vinnicombe, S. & 
Terjesen, S. 
Women on Corporate Boards of 
Directors: Research and Practice 
Human and social capital of female 
directors 3 
Book 
chapter 
2008 Terjesen, S. & Singh, V. Journal of Business Ethics 
Female presence on corporate boards: A 
multi-country study of environmental 
context 168 
Journal 
article 
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2009 
Anderson, D.; Rutherford, S., 
Sealy, R. & Vinnicombe, S. 
Equality Challenge Unit & The 
Foundation for Leadership in Higher 
Education 
The role of governing bodies in the 
promotion of equality and diversity in 
higher education institutions   Report 
2009 
Mahtani, S.; Vernon, K. & 
Sealy, R. Community Business Limited Women on boards: Hang Seng index 2009 5 Report 
2009 
Sealy, R.; Doldor, E. & 
Vinnicombe, S. Government Equalities Office 
Increasing diversity on public and private 
sector boards: No. Part 1 - How diverse are 
boards and why? 1 Report 
2009 
Sealy, R.; Doldor, E. & 
Vinnicombe, S. Government Equalities Office 
Increasing diversity on public and private 
sector boards: No. Part 2 - What is being 
done to improve diversity on boards and 
how effective is this? 15 Report 
2009 
Sealy, R.; Vinnicombe, S. & 
Doldor, E. Cranfield School of Management 
The Female FTSE board report 2009: 
Norway and Spain join our census to 
benchmark corporate boards 21 Report 
2009 
Terjsen, S.; Sealy, R. & Singh, 
V. 
Corporate Governance: An International 
Review 
Women directors on corporate boards: A 
review and research agenda 461 
Journal 
article 
2009 
Terjesen, S.; Singh, V. & 
Vinnicombe, S. 
Women on corporate boards of 
directors: International research and 
practice 
Do women still lack the ‘right’ kind of 
human capital for directorships on the FTSE 
100 corporate boards? 12 
Book 
chapter 
2010 
Banerji, A., Mahtani, S., Sealy, 
R., & Vinnicombe, S. Community Business 
Standard chartered bank: Women on 
corporate boards in India 2010 10 Report 
Spring-
2010 Sealy, R. & Vinnicombe, S. 
Management Focus, Cranfield School of 
Management Boardroom Balance   
Non-
refereed 
article 
Jun-10 Sealy, R. 
The House, June 2010 – the House of 
Lords magazine Women on boards – The quota argument   
Non-
refereed 
article 
2010 
Johansson, J; Larsson, B. & 
Terjesen, S. Magma 
Kvinner I Styrer: Empiri og synspunkter fra 
Sverige [Women on Swedish boards]  
Journal 
article 
2010 Sealy, R. 
Gender in Management: An 
International Journal 
Changing perceptions of meritocracy in 
senior women's careers 34 
Journal 
article 
2010 Sealy, R. & Vinnicombe, S. 
L. Husu, J. Hearn, A. M. Lamsa and S. 
Vanhala (eds.) Leadership Through the 
Gender Lens 
Women on Top Corporate Boards: The slow 
progress and initiatives that provide change 2 
Book 
chapter 
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2010 
Vinnicombe, S.; Sealy, R.; 
Graham, J. & Doldor, E. Cranfield School of Management 
The Female FTSE board Report 2010: 
Opening up the appointment process   Report 
2011 Vinnicombe, S. 
Gender in Management: An 
International Journal  
Reflections on ‘Locks and keys to the 
boardroom 16 
Journal 
article 
2011 
Sealy, R.; Doldor, E.; Singh, V. 
& Vinnicombe, S. Cranfield School of Management 
Women on Boards:6 month monitoring 
report 9 Report 
2012 Doldor, E. 
Groschl, S. And Tagaki, J. (Eds) Diversity 
Quotas, Diverse Perspectives: The Case 
of Gender 
Gender diversity on UK Boards: Exploring 
Resistance to Quotas   
Book 
chapter 
2012 
Doldor, E.; Vinnicombe, S.; 
Gaughan, M. & Sealy, R. 
Equality & Human Rights Commission, 
London 
Gender diversity on boards: The 
appointment process and the role of 
executive search firm 28 Reports 
2012 Sealy, R. CFO World The road to representation   
Non-
refereed 
article 
2012 Sealy, R. & Doherty, N. 
Association of Chartered Certified 
Accountants 
Women in Finance: A springboard to 
corporate board positions?  2 Report 
2012 Sealy, R. & Vinnicombe, S. Cranfield School of Management 
The Female FTSE board Report 2012: 
Milestone or Millstone 19 Report 
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